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Abstract: This paper substantiates why it is necessary to limit the dynamic loads in stand shafts when
closing angular gaps. The paper is a feasibility study of a concept developed specifically to limit
each of the factors that affect amplitude of the dynamic torque; limitations applied are determined
on a case-by-case basis. The research team studied the components of elastic torque in a dual-mass
electromechanical system of Mill 5000 caused by vibrations arising from the elasticity of transmission
as well as from the vibrations caused by elastic collision itself. It is shown that the lowest possible
pre-acceleration is necessary for decreasing the dynamic coefficient at a near-nominal load torque.
A principle of limiting dynamic loads when closing an angular gap is proposed, which implies
collecting tachograms of an electric drive subjected to positive or negative acceleration before and after
the fed metal is captured. The research team has developed drive control principles to implement this
approach. The recommendation is to upgrade the electric drives of the reversing stand in Mill 5000.
Keywords: plate rolling mill; spindle connection; angular clearance; dynamic loads; limitation

1. Introduction
One of the most important applied research issues, resolving which will reduce the risk of
accidents in the roll lines of a mill, is to limit the shock loads occurring when rolls capture the fed metal.
Unacceptable loads are mainly caused by the difference in the peripheral speed of rolls and the speed
of workpiece being fed into a stand (horizontal force loading); or by the closure of angular gap (play)
in spindle connections when metal is captured (torque loading) [1].
Multiple papers have covered limiting the horizontal component of dynamic torque,
including [2–7]. Most commonly proposed solutions are to strictly adhere to the metal feed rate on the
conveyor as well as to more accurately locate the bars by using a bar tracker.
Limiting the effects of angular play is relevant for almost all shock-sustaining rolling mills,
including plate Mill 5000 of Magnitogorsk Iron and Steel Works (MMK), PJSC. In recent decades, it has
become especially relevant as MMK has expanded its assortment and begun to roll difficult-to-form steel
required for manufacturing large-diameter pipes [8–10]. This leads to higher loads on electromechanical
systems employed rolling mill stands, whether running in steady state or not.
Mill 5000 can produce rolled steel complying with a wide range of Russian and international
standards. The mil is equipped to roll and finish sheets of the following specifications (applicable
at 20 ◦ C): ultimate strength of 1200 MPa at max; yield point of 1000 MPa at max for 40 mm sheets,
750 MPa for 41–50 mm sheets. Within a small variation of the chemical composition, mechanical
characteristics may vary by no more than 90 N/mm2 within a batch or 50 N/mm2 within a plate [11].
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Gaps are mainly created by the spindle connections, primarily on the side of the work roll.
Proximity of these connections to the stand, their inclined position, high temperature, ingress of mill
scale and water cause increased wear of roll spindles and bronze inserts.
The reversing stand of Mill 5000 contains slipper type spindles, see Figure 1a for the design. The
roll is immediately connected to the spindle with a specially designed head fixed on the working shaft.
The same head is mounted on the side of the motor. The spindle shaft is slotted to compensate for the
axial displacement occurring when the rolls are displaced by the continuous variable crown (CVCplus )
system [12]. The spindle bearing is located near the middle of the shaft. Each spindle is individually
counterbalanced with a hydraulic cylinder, levers, and coupling rods vertically and (if using CVCplus )
horizontally [13,14].

Figure 1. Stand roll line, Mill 5000 (a), spindle connection and angular gap closure detailed (b).

Figure 1b shows why shock occurs when closing the play δ [15]. Rotating spindle heads collide
regularly with the roll extension. These collisions occur in the inserts and bearing segments constituting
the universal joint hinges. As a result, oscillatory processes emerge in the gears. This mechanism
relates to the configuration of the play, which is always found in spindle connections. Torque usually
peaks at the first oscillation peak.
Numerous papers cover this process as observed in non-steady state, while monographs [16,17]
detail upon the electrotechnical systems in rolling mills. Reference [18] graded the known methods
of reducing dynamic loads occurring when angular gaps are closed. In particular, it enumerates the
following methods:
-

optimizing the functions to control the electric drive;
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reducing the rigidity of mechanical gears;
monitoring the elastic torque by special software, etc.

Analysis shows that algorithmizing special electric drive controls is the most affordable approach.
However, the existing technical solutions have not been adopted by the industry on a large scale. The
current literature contains no data on implementing such controls in plate rolling mills. This is why
limiting the dynamic loads in electromechanical roll systems is a relevant research issue; find studies
of Mill 5000 below.
2. Statement of Problem
References [19,20] describe limiting the dynamic torque by capturing the fed metal when the
electric drive is accelerated (pre-acceleration) to ensure preliminary angular play closure. Figure 2
shows a simplified functional chart of the electric drives powering the reversing-stand rolls in Mill
5000, which uses this principle [21]. Information from the current metal tracking system for conveyor
tables is used to find when to trigger pre-acceleration. The value of such pre-acceleration is configured
using an additional power-up sensor; its output signal is mixed with that of the interpolator. The
pre-acceleration time must suffice for complete closure of the play. The additional acceleration rate is
configured experimentally; for the electric drive under consideration it is 0.22 m/s2 . The firmware of
the stand controller uses an algorithm based on this chart.

Figure 2. Functional chart of the electric drive speed control system (contoured blocks are the ones that
provide pre-acceleration).

References [22,23] prove that this system does reduce the dynamic loads on electric engines
and mechanical equipment provided accurate pre-acceleration timing and value. In most cases, the
system attains 1.3 to 1.5 times lower amplitude of dynamic torque; the dynamic drop in speed is
reduced similarly.
However, such a positive result in not always the case in practice, because unacceptable dynamic
loads on the shaft lines of horizontal rolls are caused not only by the dynamic impact attributable
to the angular play closure, but also by damped torque oscillations. Their amplitude depends on
the elastic properties of a shaft line, whereas the degree of dampening is determined by dissipative
forces (friction, heating, etc.). As a proof, Figure 3 shows torque waveforms for the shafts of the top
and bottom stand spindles, Mill 5000, as well as the waveforms of their torsional oscillations [24].
These were obtained using a MANNER TG28TE elastic deformation measurement system installed by
MANNER (city, Germany). A waveform analysis can conclude that:
(1)
(2)

Impact torque amplitude at the moment of capture (Figure 3a, door 2) is nearly double the
configured rolling torque (up to 5.8 MN·m vs. 3 MN·m).
Torsional oscillations overlaying a sine wave caused by shaft rotation feature a high amplitude,
especially in case of the bottom spindle (Figure 3b).
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Engine and spindle torques change identically with slight differences in the maximum torque and
the time attain it. As mechanical and electrical systems are inertial, the maximum shaft torque
(Figure 3a, door 2) is attained earlier than that of the engine (door 1). The difference is 0.1–0.15 s.
As the elastic shaft torque and electromagnetic engine torque have identical dynamic processes,
it is sufficient to use the latter as the main controlled parameter; the feasibility of doing so is
proven in [25,26].

Figure 3. Waveforms of engine torques (a) and elastic torques in the spindle shafts of the top and
bottom rolls, horizontal stand, Mill 5000 (a,b).
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The provided waveforms confirm that the dynamic torque amplitude and shock loading depend
on the elastic properties of a mechanical gear in a dual-mass system. Damped torque oscillations
are seen in these waveforms, and maximum values are observed at the first peak after metal capture.
As demonstrated below, the amplitude of oscillatory processes may be considerably higher than the
maximum part of the torque caused directly by shock play closure.
Analysis of these and other waveforms demonstrates that pre-closing the angular play by means
of accelerated capture is not sufficient to reduce the elastic torque of the shaft. It is necessary to develop
methods of control to ensure sustainable limitation of the dynamic torque. These methods must be
based on a general (conceptual) approach, according whereto each factor determining dynamic torque
amplitude must be limited on an individual basis. To do that, it is reasonable to analyze components
of the elastic torque that the shaft is exposed to when the play is closed.
3. Analysis of Elastic Torque Components when Choosing Play
According to the scheme in Figure 1a, the drive of Mill 5000 stand rolls is a custom one. A roll
line does not have any elements, the weight whereof is comparable to weights of rotating parts of an
engine and a roll. That is why a “traditional” dual-mass system scheme provided in Figure 4 is used
to evaluate the impact of gear play on dynamic loads affecting electric drives [17]. The model does
not take into account dissipative forces, because they do not affect the first torque peak amplitude
on impact.

Figure 4. Kinematic configuration of a dual-mass system with elastic coupling and play (a) and the
structural layout of the model (b): J1 = JE —first mass (engine) moment of inertia; J2 —given second
mass moment of inertia (work and backup rolls); c12 —stiffness of the elastic coupling; M12 —elastic
torque; W(p)—transfer function of the mechanical part.

Analysis is performed based on the following conditions: prior to the acceleration, gear play
δ is completely open, electric drive is accelerated according to the linear law with constant angular
acceleration ε0 at constant engine torque M1 . When the acceleration begins and there is no mechanical
connection between inertial masses (the second mass is motionless; ω2 = 0), the engine evenly accelerates
to the initial speed:
p
ωinit = 2 · ε0 · δ
(1)
When the play is chosen, an elastic impact occurs in the gear, which results in the transformation
of the kinetic energy stored in the first mass to the elastic mode energy. Ignoring the dissipative forces,
the motion of the electric drive in this mode is calculated as follows:
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dω


 M1 − M12 = J1 · dt1


 M12 − Mc = J2 · dω2
dt

(2)

Solving a system for M12 , we obtained the following differential equation:
1 d2 M12
·
+ M12 = J2 · εav + Mc
ω12
dt2

(3)

q
c12 ·( J1 + J2 )
M −M
where εav = J11 + J212 is an average acceleration after the play is chosen; ω12 =
is a natural
J1 ·J2
frequency of oscillations of an elastic dual-mass system.
Solution of this equation at zero initial conditions helps to decompose the elastic torque (divide it
into components):
c ·ω
(4)
M12 = M12c + 12 init · sin(ω12 · t) − M12c · cos(ω12 · t)
ω12
where M12c = J2 · εav + Mc is the mean elastic torque.
As for the electric drive used in Mill 5000 stands (Figure 2) the features a double-loop subordinate
control system with a power-up sensor, we may assume that εav = ε0 , i.e., the average acceleration
after an elastic impact is the same as prior thereto.
Equation (4) has two sinusoidal components:
M12y = −M12c · cos(ω12 · t)
M12δ =

c12 · ωinit
· sin(ω12 · t)
ω12

(5)
(6)

Component (5) is associated with the oscillations occurring due to gear elasticity, where component
(6)—oscillations appearing as a direct result of an elastic impact.
Mechanical oscillations increase torque of the load on gears. The dynamic amplification factor
may be used to evaluate exceedance of the dynamic torque [15,16]:
M
kD = 12max = 1 +
M12c

v
t
1+

c212 · 2 · ε0 · δ
ω212 · M212c

(7)

Therefore, the impact-caused component of the dynamic amplification factor depends on the
angular play δ, other things being equal. However, it is low (0.017–0.17 rad, and its square root is even
lower), which is why the play affects the dynamic torque only insignificantly. The same conclusion may
be made on the basis of results of the analysis of component change graphs plotted using Equations (5)
and (6) (see Figure 5 and the notes on the graphs below).
According to Equations (4) and (7), the dynamic amplification factor depends on four factors:
stiffness of the elastic coupling c12 , natural frequency of elastic oscillations ω12 , initial engine speed
at the moment of play choice ωinit , and average elastic torque M12c determined by the load torque.
It ought to be mentioned that the first two parameters are basically constants, as an electric drive
does not affect them in any way. The study of how the two remaining parameters affect the dynamic
amplification factor is of interest. It ought to be mentioned that the initial speed at the moment of play
choice is a function of two other parameters—initial acceleration of the electric drive and angular play
in the gear. See the structural layout of a model of a dual-mass system in Figure 4b. See the equipment
parameters for Mill 5000 required to plot this layout in the Table 1.
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Table 1. Parameters of the dual-mass system in the Mill 5000 electric drive.
Parameter

Designation

Value

Stiffness of the elastic coupling
Moment of inertia of the first moving mass (engine)
Moment of inertia of the second moving mass
Natural frequency of elastic oscillations
Initial acceleration of the electric drive
Gear play
Average elastic torque

c12
J1
J2
ω12
ε0
δ
M12c

5,934,842 N·m/rad
125,000 kg·m2
114,571 kg·m2
9.96 rad/s
1–3 rad/s2
1–10◦
1.9 MN·m

The structure analysis was conducted in the MS Excel Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) software
environment. This is a simplified version of Visual Basic, built into a number of the Microsoft Office
products. It allows writing codes in a specific document file.
For qualitative evaluation of the processes taking place in an electric drive after an elastic impact
see Figure 5 with an M12 torque change graph based on Equation (4), temporary dependencies of the
separate components calculated using Equations (5) and (6), and an Mc static load torque graph. They
correspond to the following conditions: εav = ε0 = 1.6 rad/s2 , Mc = 1,910,000 N·m (nominal engine
torque), gear play 10◦ (overestimated value for qualitative evaluation of processes). We can see that
component M12δ caused by an elastic impact has a significantly lower amplitude than component
M12y caused by elastic oscillations in the gear. Amplitude ratio M12δmax /M12ymax = 0.21; M12δ torque
amplitude features a non-linear dependence on the play and increases insignificantly if the play
becomes wider.

Figure 5. Torque component change graphs (disregarding dissipative forces): 1—elastic torque M12
in the shaft; 2—component M12δ caused by elastic impact; 3—component M12y caused by elastic
oscillations; 4—static load torque M12c .

Therefore, we may conclude that gear play impacts the maximum torque less considerably
than elastic properties of the shaft line. For instance, when the play changes from 1◦ to 10◦ , the
M12δmax /M12ymax ratio varies from 0.067 to 0.21. Therefore, the second component has an amplitude
that is 4.7–15 times higher than that of the first component. It ought to be mentioned that this conclusion
covers the initial moment of time immediately after capture, because in a real system dissipative forces
result in unequal dampening of oscillations. This issue requires further studies using an electric drive
model, which is why it is not considered here.
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If ε0 << εav , i.e., when the play is closed by means of pre-acceleration with low initial acceleration,
component M12δ may be somewhat reduced. For instance, if ε0 = 0.16 rad/s2 and maximum play is 10◦ ,
the M12δmax /M12ymax ratio = 0.067, i.e., 3 times lower than when accelerations are the same.
The following conclusions were reached as a result of analysis of elastic torque at capture
without pre-acceleration:
The first component is determined only by average elastic torque M12c ; it basically determines
the first maximum of the dynamic torque in the shaft. This torque may be divided into a constant
component and a variable component M12c = J2 · εav + Mc . It may be compensated by negative
dynamic torque, i.e., by means of negative acceleration after capture.
The second component is determined by the initial speed at the time of capture, stiffness of the
√
elastic coupling c12 and moments of inertia of the dual-mass system. Initial speed ωinit = 2 · ε0 · δ is
determined by angle δ. That is why when the play is chosen and δ = 0, this component equals zero.
Therefore, in order to reduce the dynamic torque, the following two conditions have to be met:
-

ensure play closure by means of pre-acceleration to minimize the second component;
decelerate the electric drive after capture with a set negative acceleration.

Negative acceleration may be predetermined as follows: if the static component and moment of
inertia J2 are not considered as we cannot impact them, then the negative acceleration must be (−εav ),
M −M
where εav = J11 + J212 is the average acceleration after the play has been chosen. That means that the
deceleration rate must be equal to the pre-capture acceleration.
Analysis of the dynamic amplification factor change for constant acceleration with changing
parameters δ and M12c in the range of ±50% of nominal values is provided below. The graph depicting
dependence of the dynamic amplification factor on the average torque and the play is given in Figure 6a.
It was plotted using Equation (7) at initial acceleration ε0 = 1.6 rad/s2 , changes of torque of load in the
range of 1–2 MN·m and angular play of 0.017–0.17 rad.
The key conclusion based on the graph is as follows: the higher the torque of load (average elastic
torque), the weaker the dependence of the dynamic amplification factor (maximum torque) on the
angular play. For instance, if the play changes from 1 to 10◦ at the average torque of 1 MN·m (ca. 0.5 of
the nominal value), the oscillation peak increases from 200% to 212% of the average torque, i.e., by 6%,
that is, insignificantly. When the nominal average torque is 1.9 MN·m, the oscillation peak is 2.7%.
These results confirm that the amplitude of the dynamic torque caused by an elastic impact rather
weakly depends on the angular play.
The graph of dependence of the dynamic amplification factor on the initial angular acceleration
and the gear play at the nominal average torque is provided in Figure 6b. When the play increases
from 1 to 10◦ , the maximum torque changes by 0.7% at the minimum acceleration, and by 8% at the
maximum acceleration. Similar calculations at lower torque of load (0.5 MN·m) demonstrated that
the maximum torque changes by 10% at the minimum acceleration and by 80% at the maximum
acceleration at the same gear play change.
This leads us to the conclusion that play significantly affects the maximum torque at the maximum
initial acceleration of an electric drive and the minimum load. The dependence of the torque peak
on the play and the initial acceleration remains insignificant at the nominal (or higher) load. This
means that pre-acceleration with the least possible (for the technological process) initial acceleration
ε0 << εav is a condition for the dynamic amplification factor reduction at a torque of load close to the
nominal level.
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Figure 6. Dependencies of the dynamic amplification factor on the average torque and gear play at
constant angular acceleration (a), and on angular acceleration and play at the nominal torque of load (b).

4. Dynamic Torque Limitation Principle
The decomposition of temporal dependencies and analysis of separate components of the elastic
torque in a dual-mass electromechanical system with play substantiate the general principle (concept) of
limiting dynamic loads at angular play closure. According to this approach, the following components
of the dynamic torque ought to be compensated on an individual basis:
-

caused by an impact at angular play closure;
caused by elastic properties of the mechanical gear;
caused by settings of the automatic electric drive speed control system (ACS).

It is proposed to actualize this principle in electric drives of rolling mill stands by generating
tachograms with positive and negative accelerations before and after metal capture, respectively. In a
dual-mass system with shock loading, it is implemented as follows:
(1)

(2)

Before the shock loading, the system is pre-accelerated with the minimum initial acceleration to
choose play regardless of its value. This helps to compensate for component M12δ caused by an
impact (lower component of the elastic torque).
In order to compensate for component M12y , after the shock loading, the speed is reduced using
set negative acceleration (deceleration rate).
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This approach is a conceptual one, as it is applicable to any and all electromechanical systems
featuring elastic coupling and gear play and may be implemented in different ways.
In order to apply it to the electric drives in the mill, the following control method has been
developed:
-

metal is captured when the electric drive is accelerated;
the speed at the time of capture must be equal to the value required to compensate for the dynamic
speed control error;
when to start accelerating the drive is determined by the distance between the “head” of a slab
and the stand calculated as follows:
S = (Vt + 0.5V f f ) · (t2 − t1 )

-

(8)

the speed is reduced after capture according to the linear law with set negative acceleration
(according to simulation results, the optimal acceleration for the electric drive of rolling mill stand
5000 rolls varies from −2.5 to −3.5 rad/s2 ).

Figure 7 provides an explanation how to calculate distance from the head part of a slab to the
stand using Equation (8). To calculate the required change rate Vff /(t2 − t1 ), known values of threading
speed Vt and forward flow speed Vff (final pre-acceleration rate). This is used to calculate the distance
from the “head” of a slab to the stand that is required for pre-acceleration to start.

Figure 7. Explanation to the calculation of distance from the “head” of a workpiece to the stand.

5. Discussion of the Results
According to the solid line in the tachogram in Figure 7, the post-capture deceleration may be
achieved by reducing spike speed setting. However, it was observed that this option is not guaranteed
to limit the dynamic torque in the engine, although it helps to achieve a satisfactory transient for the
elastic torque in the shaft [22]. To resolve this disadvantage, the method substantiated above has been
proposed to ensure speed reduction with set negative acceleration; it is explained by the tachogram
fragment represented by the dashed line. It must be adapted to the electric drives of the plate mill; to
do that, the optimal negative acceleration must be determined.
Besides, the research team has developed algorithms that provide speed controls invariant to the
accuracy of metal positioning on the table, to which end, among other things, these algorithm ‘associate’
the pre-acceleration trigger with a specific position of the workpiece with respect to the stand.
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6. Conclusions
Experimental studies of a method to control electric drives ensuring choice of play in spindle
connections by metal capture in the acceleration mode demonstrated that this method does not
guarantee the reduction of dynamic loads when metal is captured by rolls.
Temporal dependencies of the elastic torque in the shaft were decomposed to distinguish between
the following components:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Caused by an elastic impact at angular play closure.
Caused by elastic properties of the shaft line.
Caused by settings of the automatic electric drive speed control system.

This allowed assessing the transients occurring during capture as a result of superposition of the
three aforementioned impacts.
We found that the second-component amplitude at the baseline was 5–15 times higher than that of
the first component, and therefore affected the maximum dynamic torque when the metal is captured
by rolls more significantly. That was why the team sought to develop a control method to limit the
amplitude of elastic oscillations.
We substantiated the concept of limiting dynamic loads at metal capture by rolls, according
where to each of the elastic torque components is compensated on an individual basis to reduce their
aggregate impact. This objective is resolved by generating tachograms providing for positive and
negative accelerations of an electric drive before and after metal capture, respectively.
We developed a method to limit the torque, according whereto the electric drive speed is increased
before the workpiece enters the stand to compensate for the dynamic speed slump at capture, and
after the metal has been captured it is reduced to the baseline. This method helps to implement the
proposed concept and combines advantages of the known ways to choose shaft line play by means
of acceleration at the time of capture and advance speed increase to compensate for the dynamic
speed control error. The developed method is recommended for industrial use in electric drives of the
reversing stand of Mill 5000. In order to confirm its technical efficacy, it appears reasonable to conduct
studies using the mathematical model approach, and experimental trials using the stand itself.
Author Contributions: Methodology, V.R.K.; software, V.R.G.; validation O.A.G.; formal analysis, S.S.V.;
visualization, T.A.L.
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